Itinerary Overview
Rockies to Alaska Summer Leadership Semester

Welcome to one of the greatest experiences of a lifetime! Colorado Outward Bound semester courses are designed to
cultivate leadership, strength of character, and service ethic through challenging outdoor adventures. The 52-Day
Rockies to Alaska Summer Leadership Semester focuses on developing the confidence, knowledge and integrity essential
for effective leadership indoors and out. Whether you are deciding as part of a group how to navigate through difficult
terrain, working through the inevitable conflict with another student, or considering your life back home from a
refreshing new perspective, this course will help give you the experience to step back into your life with renewed
confidence and a greater belief in yourself and your potential.
Your decision to attend this Semester is an important commitment and should be made with the highest awareness of
the course's length, difficulties and depth. The people you spend 52 days with -- day and night, through hardship and
exuberance, sunshine and foul weather, harmony and conflict - will become like a small family and community. Many
previous students have become lifelong friends. However, like any family or community, there are times when everyone
gets along and times when they don’t. Because of this, it is important that you maintain a spirit of compromise
throughout the course. Other members of the patrol may have a slightly different set of goals, values and desires than
your own. Through this you learn a great deal about yourself and each other. Remember that in order to be an effective
leader, you must know yourself and how you relate to all types of individuals. How you behave and cooperate during
times of strife and stress on your course is a great test of your character and an opportunity to find out what truly lies
inside of you.
Successful completion of your course demands mastery of skills, trust in your team, fitness, tenacity and compassion. It
will not be easy, and there will likely be times when you stop to consider if completing course is worth the effort. If you
decide to press on, you and your teammates will have earned a badge of confidence that you will carry with you for the
rest of your life. You will know that you are capable of more than you ever thought possible.
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Course Areas
Gore Range, Rocky Mountains, Colorado – Jagged and snow-covered for much of the
year, the Gore Mountains are steep and remote. Located near Vail, Colorado, the
range contains technically demanding peaks and incredibly high passes. They were
named after a wealthy Irish nobleman, Sir St. George Gore. His extensive party hunted
in and around the area from 1855 through 1857. Climbers know the Gore as one of
Colorado’s finest alpine climbing areas. Because the range hosts no 14,000’ peaks, it’s
free of the crowds that the high summits attract.

Vedauwoo, Wyoming – In an untamed corner of Wyoming’s Medicine
Bow National Forest, the granite jewels of Vedauwoo (pronounced
“vee-dah-woo”) beckon committed rock climbers. This surreal land
features phenomenal formations of rock nestled into aspen and pine
forests. Herein lays the perfect mix of wilderness and classroom.
There is an expansive spectrum of beginner to advanced crack and
face climbing. The climbing routes vary in length from 50’ to 200’ and
provide excellent opportunities for both single- and multi-pitch
climbing.

Chugach National Forest, Kenai Peninsula, Alaska – Everything is
bigger in Alaska: the mountains, the wildlife, the rivers and even the
days. During your course, you’ll have nearly 24 hours of sunlight! This
can make sleeping difficult, but you’ll have plenty of time for
adventuring. The Kenai Peninsula extends off the coast of southern
Alaska. The Chugach National Forest, where you course will take place,
encompasses nearly 7 million acres of wild land. Above tree line you’ll
have expansive views of alpine tundra, lakes, and reindeer lichen.
Glaciers are still carving this lush landscape, and if you’re lucky you
could see moose, grizzly bears, salmon, Dall sheep, eagles, and more!
While classic Alaska weather is a drizzly rain, some courses have
experienced whole weeks of sunshine, so be prepared for anything.
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Course Activities
Alpine Backpacking – You will spend the first two weeks of your course in Colorado “alpine backpacking” and
“mountaineering”. Alpine backpacking means moving through high mountain terrain mostly above tree line. This type
of travel can be rough, demanding, steep and exposed and can require the use of ropes and ice axes to traverse a slope
or ascend a pass. The emphasis of this section is to teach you smart and efficient backpacking and alpine travel
techniques. Expect to carry a backpack on and off trail over wooded and alpine terrain that weighs approximately 40-50
pounds, dependent on your weight and fitness. Additionally, you will learn Leave No Trace skills and ethics, backcountry
route finding and camping, leadership types, and teamwork. You will also learn about the areas natural history and
environment throughout course, including flora, fauna, geology, astronomy, and ecology.
Mountaineering - Mountaineering focuses on technical peak attempts that require harnesses, ropes, and ice axes. Your
instructors will train you to use all equipment necessary for technical mountaineering.
Peak Attempt – Your Colorado expedition will include at least two peak ascent attempts. Peak attempts are major
enterprises and typically require early morning starts and take all day to complete. Weather, or other factors including
group dynamics and physical ability, may preclude a peak attempt. In Colorado, you will practice technical peaks in
preparation for the glaciated peaks of Alaska.

Rock Camp – Upon your arrival at Vedauwoo, Wyoming, you will get settled into the established campsite which will be
your home for this section of the course. Your Instructors will introduce you to the essentials of rock climbing, self-care
and risk management. Instruction in rock climbing will be a hands-on, experiential approach. You will learn movement
on rock and basic climbing technique, tie-ins and climbing knots, belay techniques, anchor systems, and rappelling.
While the majority of your time will be spent actually climbing, you will hike each day to and from the climbing crags
throughout Vedauwoo. This section will be physically and mentally challenging so come prepared for long days of
climbing, hiking, and learning.
Solo – A two-night solo at a high mountain camp provides an important break from the rigors of the expedition. With
sufficient food and equipment, you’ll spend time alone at an assigned campsite to rest, reflect, and practice the camp
craft skills you have been learning throughout the course. You will not travel during this time and your Instructors will
check on you occasionally, but you will be mostly alone for the duration of your solo.
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Wilderness First Aid – This 16-hour wilderness medicine certification features scenario-based learning alongside basic
physiology and wilderness protocol training and CPR. This class is the entry-level standard for outdoor enthusiasts. You’ll
attend indoor and outdoor sessions at our basecamp in Leadville, Colorado.
Alaska Glacier Mountaineering – You will spend the last two weeks or so of your course backpacking and
mountaineering on glaciated peaks in the Chugach National Forest in Alaska. This section of course is an opportunity for
you and your group to apply the teamwork and backcountry living skills that you’ve mastered, thriving in the wilderness
of Alaska. You’ll learn to use ice axes and crampons; navigate glaciated terrain; and travel as a rope team to keep each
other safe from a fall.
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Sample Itinerary
The following is an example of what your itinerary may look like. Your actual course plan will vary according to weather,
your group’s skills and abilities, and your Instructors’ preferences.

Day 1 - Course Start
Days 2-18 - Backpacking, Mountaineering, Peak Attempts and WFA in Colorado
Days 19-32 - Rock Climbing in Vedauwoo, Wyoming
Days 33-35 - High mountain solo
Days 36-50 - Alaska Mountaineering and Backpacking
Day 51 - Personal Challenge Event, Service, and Course End Activities
Day 52 - Course end and Transportation Home
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Expedition Life
You will be starting the day with a morning warm up, making breakfast, packing up camp, and hitting the trail. You will
be busy and active all day. Once you reach your destination, group members will divide and conquer to cook dinner and
set up camp. After dinner, you may meet to address the next day’s plans, or to discuss leadership and teamwork
methods. Finally, you’ll slip into your sleeping bag for a well-deserved rest.
Group Living – You and your course mates will become a family over 52
days. It’s hard to describe how intricately linked you will all be. You’ll
take responsibility for each other’s lives while rock climbing, and roping
up on a glacier. Every action, whether helpful or hurtful, will have a
ripple effect on your group. Most of the time, your group will be a
source of much fun, humor and camaraderie. It also can be a source of
friction and challenge. In “normal” life it can be easy to avoid these
frictions, but on course personal space is at a minimum, so you must
address it. Working through these challenges is one of the primary
sources of learning on an Outward Bound course, especially a semester.
Food – You and your team will learn to cook tasty and nutritious meals
over portable gas stoves. Our meals are mainly vegetarian (meat is
heavy and spoils quickly) and consist of grains, pasta, nuts, beans,
cereals, and other light, dehydrated foods. The food may seem
unfamiliar at first—we don’t pack many processed foods or “junk food”—but you will find that it tastes good and gives
you energy at the end of a long day. A typical breakfast might be granola or oatmeal; lunch would include tortillas and
cheese or peanut butter and jelly; dinner might be macaroni and cheese or beans and rice. We can accommodate some
special food needs (such as lactose intolerance or vegetarian eaters), but only if we know well in advance. If you have a
particularly unusual diet, we may ask you to bring some of your own foods. Contact us for more specific information.
Camp – At camp, all group members pitch in to do what needs to be done, including cooking, washing pots, setting up
camp and picking up trash. You’ll find that as the expedition progresses, your mastery of these skills will enable you to
operate more efficiently and effectively in the backcountry. Depending on section and season, you use a mix of tarps
and expedition tents to sleep in. You’ll use foam sleeping pads, and sleeping bags. Throw in a nicely rolled jacket as a
pillow for deluxe lodging.
Student Independence – COBS courses use an intentional progression of skill and responsibility to help students gain a
maximum amount of independence while still maintaining oversight of safety concerns. All student independence must
first be earned. Independence might begin with cooking or setting up tarps. Well performing groups would then begin
manage all the details of their day, from navigation to team conflict management. A hallmark and highlight of the
Rockies to Ecuador Leadership Semester is a five-day trek across the challenging topography of Ecuador’s páramo. This
final expedition is classically run by students with instructors following behind.
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Curriculum
The curriculum of the Rockies to Alaska Semester focuses on Colorado Outward Bound’s three primary outcomes:

STRENGTH OF CHARACTER

Demonstrating these qualities in
action and thought:
• Enterprising curiosity
• Readiness for sensible selfdenial
• Indefatigable spirit
• Tenacity in pursuit
• Compassion

ABILITY TO LEAD

Increased ability to set goals, and
inspire and guide others to achieve
them
Increased ability to collaborate,
communicate, solve problems and
resolve conflicts effectively

DESIRE TO SERVE

Increased awareness of
others
Demonstrating helpfulness
and acts of kindness and
compassion toward others.

Increased self-awareness and selfconfidence
Increased resilience, initiative, and
integrity
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In addition to the primary outcomes, you’ll learn the technical skills necessary for each unique environment and
adventure, which not only enhances your ability to be an outdoorsperson in the future, but also prepares you for a
lifetime of exploration.
Navigation
Map reading
Compass use
Micro and macro route finding
Stove use & maintenance
Leave No Trace
Travelling and living in comfort
Camp craft
Campsite selection
Shelter construction
Cooking methods
Nutrition & ration planning
Sanitation & hygiene
Emergency preparedness
Weather
Snow Travel Techniques

Mountaineering
Cold & Altitude Physiology
Glacier Travel (Alaska)
Crevasse rescue
Snow & Ice Climbing
Peak ascent techniques
Travelling in Grizzly country
Rock Camp
Belay Techniques
Knots
Climbing technique
Protection placement
Rappelling
Rappel self-rescue
Anchor building

Wilderness First Aid
16-Hour Course
Patient Assessment
Injury & illness prevention
Emergency response
CPR
Treating burns
Treating shock
Splinting
Blisters
Wound management
Insect & Snake Bites
Altitude illness
High altitude pulmonary edema
High altitude cerebral edema
And much more!
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Course Staff:

The Course Director (CD) oversees the entire Semester. They are a bit like the school principal, and establish the
priorities, tone and level of instruction for the other staff members. The CD also consults with students about any more
difficult issues and works to resolve conflicts encountered during the course. The CD coordinates the entire staff team to
ensure you and your group have the best experience possible.
The Proctor of your course is a senior COBS instructor who stays with your patrol throughout the course and supervises
the overall curriculum. The proctor also works to educationally tailor the semester for each individual, so that you get
what you need most out of each section, including academic credit, when appropriate.
Sectional Instructors are the staff who are with you for particular sections of course. Each sectional staff member is a
specialist for that environment, and will help to teach the curriculum and guide the course along with the proctor. For
example, your mountaineering sectionals will likely be different from your canyon sectionals due to the different skill
set.
The Logistics Coordinator will also be supporting most of your course with food, gear, and transportation.
These staff work together to provide you the most challenging and beneficial semester possible. Their different
perspectives enable us to maintain a high level of involvement with each student's progress.
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General Course Information
Groupings - For much of the course you will function in a group of 7-12 people called a “patrol” or “crew”. This group is
co-ed and comprised of individuals from diverse backgrounds. The age spread can be wide, with the average age being
early to mid-twenties. Relatives and friends are generally placed in different patrols for educational purposes.

Mail – You can receive mail at our basecamp until July 17th. Allow for plenty of time for delivery. After that, you will
travel to Alaska, and COBS cannot provide mail service there. Address items as follows:
Student Name - CAGL-971
c/o COBS
1930 Hwy 300
Leadville, CO 80461
Equipment & Personal Belongings - Read the equipment and clothing list thoroughly and carefully consider all that you
bring. Some storage is available at the base camps, but we will not be able to get at it until the end of the course.
Rugged cameras, extra batteries/ memory cards, notebooks and pens are well worth bringing. Expensive jewelry and
several changes of casual clothing are not.
Money - You also may have occasional expenses: laundry, toiletries, a meal out between course section, some new
clothing or gear, or souvenirs. Do not bring personal checks. The course schedule and locations do not support banking
hours. Bring Traveler’s Checks, credit cards and/or cash.
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